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Liability rules, regulation and insurance have all been proposed in legal and economic theory as instruments to prevent safety risks created by enterprises. Moreover, these rules can also be found in combination in most legal systems. Indeed, liability rules are often advanced as the market solution to safety since they simply allocate a price to unsafe behaviour by signalling that the operator will have to compensate the victims in case of an accident (strict liability) or when the accident was caused through his fault (negligence). Liability rules are thus supposed to have a deterrent effect and should thus promote safety management within enterprises. However, law and economics literature has also clearly pointed at the shortcomings of liability rules in preventing risks: information may be better available with the regulator; the deterrent effect of liability rules can fail as a result of latency, problems of proof and causal uncertainty and insolvency problems may equally limit the deterrent effect of tort rules. That is why many risks posed by industry are often controlled via ex ante safety regulation. However, regulation has its limits as well (more particularly the fact that they can become outdated quickly since they are often static rather than dynamic; that they need a strong enforcement in order to be effective and that regulatory standards may be inefficient as a result of lobbying by private interests). That is why it is suggested that liability rules may still play an important complementary role even in cases where industrial risks are primarily controlled via safety regulation.
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1. Introduction

Liability rules, regulation and insurance have all been proposed in legal and economic theory as instruments to prevent safety risks created by enterprises. Moreover, these rules can also be found in combination in most legal systems. Indeed, liability rules are often advanced as the market solution to safety since they simply allocate a price to unsafe behaviour by signalling that the operator will have to compensate the victims in case of an accident (strict liability) or when the accident was caused through his fault (negligence). Liability rules are thus supposed to have a deterrent effect and should thus promote safety management within enterprises. However, law and economics literature has also clearly pointed at the shortcomings of liability rules in preventing risks: information may be better available with the regulator; the
The deterrent effect of liability rules can fail as a result of latency, problems of proof and causal uncertainty and insolvency problems may equally limit the deterrent effect of tort rules. That is why many risks posed by industry are often controlled via ex ante safety regulation. However, regulation has its limits as well (more particularly the fact that they can become outdated quickly since they are often static rather than dynamic; that they need a strong enforcement in order to be effective and that regulatory standards may be inefficient as a result of lobbying by private interests). That is why it is suggested that liability rules may still play an important complementary role even in cases where industrial risks are primarily controlled via safety regulation.

In addition, the deterrent effect of liability rules is often removed through the existence of insurance. Risk-averse enterprises will seek insurance coverage for major hazards. Insurance of course creates the well-known moral hazard problem. However, through an effective risk differentiation, moral hazard can be remedied and insurance companies could play a positive role in preventing risks caused by industry. In that way, insurance companies in fact replace the role of liability rules since under full (liability) insurance, prevention is de facto promoted through the control of safety by the insurer rather than through liability rules.

As a result, liability rules, regulation and insurance can, at least in theory, be used in combination to control the risk posed by industry and can thus contribute to safety management. Although the theoretical framework explaining how these particular mechanisms may contribute to safety management is well developed, important questions still remain. One important question relates to the interdependencies between liability rules, regulation and insurance. Theoretical literature often studies these three instruments (and their incentive effect in promoting safety management) separately, whereas in practice, they are often used in combination. This raises the question to what extent and how these various instruments should interrelate in promoting safety management. Should (violation of) regulation for example lead to liability of an operator or should, to the contrary, compliance with regulation free the operator from liability? Moreover, questions can also be asked concerning the interrelationship between regulation on the one hand and (liability) insurance on the other. The question for example can be asked to what extent compliance with regulation can be seen as a condition for insurance coverage and to what extent regulatory standards can hence be employed by insurers in their control of moral hazard. Hence, the question arises as to the optimal combination of and interdependencies between liability rules, regulation and insurance as instruments for promoting safety management.

Moreover, there is increasing empirical evidence showing that to some extent the particular instruments do not always correspond to the theoretical assumptions on which they are based. Liability rules may not always provide optimal deterrence; regulation can in some cases impose suboptimal standards and insurance companies do not always engage in the optimal control of moral hazard as suggested by economic literature. The failure of the optimal application of the particular instruments can lead to dramatic consequences as far as the occurrence of catastrophic industrial incidents is concerned. These empirical insights on the functioning of liability rules, regulation and insurance in the control of safety hazards should be taken into account in order to address the causes of the deficiencies. These empirical insights may, moreover, lead to different policy advice concerning the optimal combination of the various instruments compared to a merely theoretical approach.
The goal of the proposed paper is therefore to examine, as the title suggests, the complementary role of liability rules, regulation and insurance. In that respect, special attention will be paid to the optimal combination of these instruments, especially taking into account the empirical evidence concerning the way in which these particular instruments have functioned in addressing particular safety hazards.

The way this will be done is by pointing briefly at some of the theoretical insights on the benefits of combining regulation, liability and insurance and at the same time verifying to what extent these benefits are actually realised in practice. Practice in this respect refers both to empirical evidence that would be available as well as to the implementation of those combinations in legal practice. Given the diversity of legal systems, only a few examples to illustrate the points can be provided.

The main point is that, taking into account empirical evidence and some evolutions in the legal system, some remaining challenges both in the field of regulation as well as in the field of (liability) insurance will be identified.

The paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, the joint use of liability rules and regulation will be discussed (Section 2), including the remaining challenges in both domains; next the attention will turn to insurance, but more particularly the combination with liability and regulation (Section 3). Again, a few remaining challenges will be identified. This leads to some conclusions in Section 4, pointing at some potential weak spots in the combination of liability, insurance and regulation.

2. Liability vs. regulation

2.1. Theory

The theoretical starting point for the choice between liability rules and regulation as devices to give incentives to industrial operators to introduce optimal abatement techniques has been a classic paper by Shavell indicating that when information on optimal abatement techniques is better with government and, if an insolvency problem may arise, when for a number of reasons a liability suit may never be brought, regulation is generally considered to be more effective to control industrial risks than private law instruments like liability rules. Indeed, with many industrial risks (especially those created by small and medium size enterprises), information on optimal abatement technologies may be better with government (who can use economies of scale in research and development) and enterprises may also be protected by limited liability (as a result of the corporate structure). This creates potentially an insolvency problem which may seriously reduce the deterrent effect of liability rules. Moreover, liability rules may be particularly ineffective in cases of uncertainty concerning the relationship between the industrial activity and the harm (causal uncertainty), or when damage would only arise many years after the activity which was at the source of the harm took place (this is referred to as latency or the long-tail character of liability). For those (and many other) reasons, liability rules may often fail to have a deterrent effect, which points to the theoretical superiority of regulation in controlling risks posed by industrial activities.

2.2. Empirics

For example, as far as environmental risks are concerned there is substantial empirical evidence of the relative effectiveness of safety regulation, at least when
compared to liability rules. Dewees demonstrated in various studies that in North America the quality of the environment has improved substantially as a result of regulatory efforts, and not so much in response to legal action in tort. In a volume summarising the effectiveness of various instruments to prevent accidents, Dewees, Duff and Trebilcock held that the large regulatory efforts to improve the environment have been met with considerable success when measured by the reduction of emissions. However, they equally stressed that while environmental regulation is a determinant factor in pollutant emissions and ambient concentrations, other non-regulatory factors, such as economic growth and even the weather, also influence environmental quality. Also the literature on the so-called environmental Kuznets Curve has shown that strengthening the regulatory structure in a country encourages the promotion of environmental quality.

2.3. Liability and regulation combined?

2.3.1. Theory

Even though according to the criteria just presented, there are strong arguments for controlling risks created by industry through ex ante regulation, in individual cases damage can still arise. The question then arises whether liability under tort can still be used. Is has to be stressed that even though there are many arguments in favour of ex ante regulation, this does not mean that the liability system should not be used any longer for its deterrent and compensating functions. One reason still to rely on the tort system is that the effectiveness of regulation is dependent upon enforcement, which may be one of its weak spots. In addition, the influence of lobby groups on regulation, to which public choice theory has rightly pointed, can lead to the creation of suboptimal standards in regulation. The same is true when standards are set via permits, in which case governmental agencies can be captured by industry. Moreover, safety regulation, for example via permits, can become rapidly outdated and often lacks flexibility. These are hence all arguments to combine regulation with liability rules, in which case liability can back up weaknesses in regulation. In theory, liability should therefore have a complementary effect in addition to regulation and more particularly intervene where regulation shows weak spots. The joint use of regulation and liability, however, raises the question how interdependencies between liability rules and regulation should be dealt with at the policy level.

2.3.2. Violation of regulation and liability

Taking the easy case first one can question whether a violation of a regulatory standard should automatically lead to a finding of liability. The economic answer is at first blush not straightforward. On the one hand, it could be argued that it depends on whether the regulatory standard is equal to the optimal standard or not. In the case of a regulatory standard being inefficiently stringent, holding industry to comply with this inefficient standard (via liability) would not seem appropriate. However, an important reason to introduce regulation in the first place was the assumed informational advantage of the regulatory authority, not only compared to operators (which may not always be the case), but especially compared to the judge. Indeed, the application of a negligence rule (under which the defendant will only be held liable if a certain standard of care was breached) can lead to high information costs for...
the judge who is no expert in risk assessment. The major advantage of a rule, holding that a violation of regulation automatically leads to a finding of liability (also referred to as a negligence per se rule), is that it substantially reduces information costs for the judge. In that case, the judge can rely on information provided by the regulator and has to check merely whether the regulatory standard was complied with by the defendant or not. Moreover, this rule not only has an advantage for the judge but also for potential plaintiffs (victims suffering harm). In general, proving that the harm suffered by the victim was due to a wrongful act of the defending operator may impose high, and potentially even prohibitive, information costs on the plaintiff. A negligence per se rule has the major advantage that the victim merely has to prove that a regulatory standard was breached and that this breach stands in a causal relationship with the harm he suffered. In this way, the victim, moreover, in fact becomes the enforcer of regulation, since the victim has incentives to prove that the regulatory standard was breached. Here, one can hence find an interesting collaboration between regulation and liability rules. Since most legal systems hold that a violation of regulation automatically leads to a finding of liability (negligence per se), this on the one hand lowers information costs for both the plaintiffs (victims) and for the judge, but on the other hand also provides incentives for the victim to show that a regulatory standard was breached. In this way, the victim de facto becomes the monitor of regulatory standards and contributes to the enforcement of those standards. This negligence per se system can be found in many legal systems and hence seems to make sense from an economic point of view.

### 2.3.3. Compliance with regulation and liability

Industry will often argue that as long as they have followed regulatory requirements, they should not be held liable any longer in tort. This is often referred to as ‘justificative effect of a license’ or the ‘regulatory compliance defence’.

Again, the question whether industry should still be held liable, even if a regulatory standard has been complied with, merits a balanced answer. Ideally, when the regulator sets objective standards to control risks, weighing costs and benefits in an optimal way, it would not make much sense to allow the judge to ‘second guess’ efficient agency decisions. However, that is exactly the problem: there may be many reasons why regulatory agencies do not set efficient standards. One problem is that information at the time of setting standards may be limited or lacking as a result of which the standard can be outdated easily; another issue is that the regulatory standard may be inefficiently lenient as a result of lobbying. Holding polluters still liable even though the regulatory standard was complied with has the advantage that industry will still have an incentive to take all efficient precautions, even if this requires more than just following the licence. In this perspective, liability law can have an important complementary effect to support regulation more particularly when regulatory failure could occur. If industry were only held to comply with regulation and there would be no liability beyond compliance with the regulatory standard, serious under-deterrence would be the result. Thus, when compliance with a regulatory standard will only be considered a minimum, there are liability-avoidance incentives for industry to take additional care if this could still reduce the expected accident costs beneficially.

This idea is followed in many legal systems but not in all. This is why, for example, in the European Environmental Liability Directive no agreement could be reached.
on this issue, as a result of which the question whether compliance with a regulatory standard constitutes an excuse from liability was left to the Member States.\textsuperscript{20} It should be understood, however, that this can have quite important consequences, not only for the scope of liability of industry, but obviously also for the incentives for industry to take precautionary measures that go beyond regulatory standards. A ‘compliance with permit defence’ – regime basically signals to industry that it only has to comply with regulatory standards and hence removes incentives for investments in research and development to find risk-reducing tools that go beyond the regulatory standard. To the contrary, signalling that operators remain liable notwithstanding compliance with the regulatory standard provides important incentives to operators to adopt all reasonable means to further reduce the accident risk. Obviously, even in the latter regime it does not necessarily mean that operators will always be liable in case an accident happens. This would only be the case in a strict liability regime after harm causation has been shown, but not necessarily under a negligence or fault regime. In the latter case, it would only mean that the judge still has the possibility to verify whether the due care required by the regulatory standard was in fact the optimal standard or whether, given evolutions in research and technology, the efficient standard was in fact higher than what the regulator required from the operator.

2.4. Remaining challenges

From the above, it becomes clear that on paper an appropriate combination of regulation and liability could provide optimal safety standards for compliance by industry. Industrial risks would primarily be controlled via efficiently set regulatory standards and liability rules would act as a backup where (for a variety of reasons) regulatory standards would be suboptimal. Regulation and liability would, moreover, optimally interact in the sense that a violation of regulation would automatically be considered a fault in the liability regime, as a result of which regulation informs both the parties and the judge on optimal standards and victims have incentives to enforce the regulation. Moreover, in systems where a regulatory compliance defence is rejected, liability could have an important supplementary effect even when there is compliance with regulation.\textsuperscript{21} However, there remain particular challenges both in regulation and in liability which in some cases endanger the ideal picture.

2.4.1. Regulatory failures

A first regulatory failure is related to the well-known fact that regulation of industrial risks may work well for well-known risks where technological evidence is available on the scope of the risks and on the possible abatement technologies. The picture changes when there is uncertainty concerning the riskiness of the activities involved, the potential scope of the damage, or concerning the measures that could be taken to prevent the risks. This has lead to sophisticated debates on principles of risk regulation both in academia and at the policy level.\textsuperscript{22} This literature has indicated how expert evidence should be weighed against opinions of the public at large (including public participation) concerning desirable risk levels and has indicated how, faced with uncertainty, policy-makers should regulate risks. Notwithstanding that important progress has been made in this domain in recent years, uncertainty concerning future risks still may be one of the most important challenges for policy-makers in regulation of industry.\textsuperscript{23}
A second traditional weakness in public regulation is that its effectiveness is to a large extent dependent upon an effective enforcement and, given high costs of enforcement, actual enforcement may always be lower than optimal. To some extent, empirical studies found that notwithstanding low expected sanctions, compliance with regulations is still high. This phenomenon is referred to as the Harrington paradox. The reason is that many industrial operators will comply for other reasons than the (low) expected sanctions. Risk aversion may play a role, or lacking information (on low expected sanctions), but also additional sanctioning mechanisms, such as reputation or social norms. However, the latter may be important for complying operators (those who would comply anyway, irrespective of the threat of sanctions). Deterrence may still be necessary for the hard core ‘rogues’ for whom a threat to reputation or social norms would not provide adequate deterrence. The question arises whether the probability of detection and actual sanctions imposed are always sufficiently high to constitute an effective deterrent, especially for those ‘rogues’ for whom a ‘compliance’ strategy may not work.

A third classic issue is that public regulation is issued as a reaction to market failures (more particularly weaknesses in liability rules), but lobbying and rent-seeking activities may lower standards to such a level that a market failure is simply replaced by a regulatory failure. Again, also in this domain, important progress has been made. For example, the insights of Gary Becker, that if it were possible to organise a countervailing power against industry lobbying, a kind of competition between various interest groups could emerge, the result of which may be closer to the optimum than when government is only lobbied by pressure groups representing industry interest, are also applied in practice. Increasingly, attention is given to transparency and accountability of regulatory agencies (thus increasing the costs or rent seeking) and increasingly NGOs and other groups representing civil society are allowed to intervene in the standard setting by regulators. Recently, Binder and Neumayer showed that environmental NGOs exert a statistically significant impact on pollution levels. Their paper provides empirical backing for the fact that public participation and NGO influence can effectively counter industry lobbying (according to the Becker model) and hence make standard setting by administrative agencies more in the public interest. However, this may be a remedy in societies which allow NGO activity and public participation, but not in legal systems where this is still problematic (as this is, for example, the case in some developing countries).

A fourth issue, related to the last mentioned, is that there is an increasing tendency, more particularly given the highly technical character of regulation of industry, to increasingly rely on so-called private regulation. Public–private partnerships or, for example, environmental agreements whereby to a large extent industry itself can fix standards are increasingly advanced as examples of ‘smart regulation’. There are undoubtedly advantages of this model, more particularly due to the potentially lower administrative and information costs. Self-regulation or private regulation may have the benefit that government can use superior information of industry, for example, on optimal abatement technologies. There are, however, potential dangers and warnings as well. One obvious danger is that industry may in fact dictate the standards to which it will have to comply, and, moreover, the standards may be abused for creating barriers to entry. In addition, there have been recent accounts in which enterprises had adopted so-called self-regulatory, eco audits and environmental management systems and where later nevertheless serious accidents with huge damage occurred, casting obviously great doubts with respect to the
effectiveness of those self-regulatory models. An important point of attention for future research and for policy-makers is hence how one can optimally use the benefits of private and self-regulation without encountering the unavoidable dangers as well. An important question in that respect is also how self-regulation can be used in a context where the drafters and enforcers of the self-regulation can still be held accountable towards the public at large.

2.4.2. Liability failures

Even though there may be many failures in regulation, the same is of course the case for liability as well.

A first obvious issue that we already mentioned before is that liability rules can only play their supplementary function in those legal systems that allow operators to still be held liable even in case of regulatory compliance. This is not always the case.

A second problem (that was already indicated by Shavell as a reason for regulation in the first place) was that liability rules may be particularly weak in the case of so-called long-tail damage (when there is a long time lapse between the tort and the occurrence of the harm), or in the case of causal uncertainty.

In this respect, a problematic aspect that arises is that this was also the first area identified where regulation may be weak as well (uncertainty concerning the risks). The crucial question that has to be asked there is which of the two systems are best able to react speedily, adequately and in a flexible manner to newly emerging risks when they appear. On the one hand, the regulatory system is slow and legislating on particular risky activities (e.g. GMOs) may take a long time, in which meanwhile the risks already emerge. Liability rules on the other hand have the disadvantage that they are ad hoc and case specific. Hence, more particularly in case of a long time lapse (see e.g. asbestos), liability claims may only follow many years after the harmful activity took place and hence come too late. They do have, however, the advantage that they are more flexible and not necessarily limited to the specific activities being regulated. Moreover, in an optimal world, liability rules and regulation could mutually provide information on emerging risks. New appearing cases (e.g. damage resulting from nanotechnologies) could inform the regulator on emerging risks and the necessity to regulate, whereas new regulation could also provide a basis for new liability claims. However, again practice shows that the ideal world cannot always be found in practice. For example, it is held that the first publications on the potentially damaging effects of the use of asbestos date from long before the Second World War and the first liability cases for asbestos-related diseases already appeared in the 1970s. Nevertheless, in some countries the use of asbestos was only banned many years later. This may hence be an example of a risk where both liability rules and regulatory intervention came too late.

3. Insurance, liability and regulation

Let us now add one additional dimension to the debate and move to the more realistic case where operators are not just exposed to liability, but where their liability is covered through insurance. This allows us to analyse how interdependencies occur not only between liability and regulation (discussed in Section 2) but also between insurance, liability and regulation.
3.1. Insurance theory: remedying moral hazard

Insurance theory has indicated that when liability is removed from the operator as a result of liability insurance, a moral hazard problem emerges. The question therefore arises how incentives can nevertheless be given to the insured to behave exactly in the same way as if no insurance coverage were available. The literature basically identifies two ways of controlling moral hazard. One way is to control the insured and to adapt the premiums appropriately (this is the first best solution). The second is exposing the insured still partially to risk (e.g. by imposing a cap on the insured amount or introducing a deductible).

In practice, one will often see a combination of both systems of controlling moral hazard. There will be some degree of differentiation within the policy conditions, a deductible and an upper limit on coverage. If moral hazard is controlled optimally through an optimal risk differentiation and risk classification, the insured operator will again behave as if no insurance coverage were available. At the same time, insurance has the benefit that the disutility of risk is removed from the insurer. In that case, the incentives to take preventive measures are no longer given by liability rules since the threat to have to pay compensation to a victim is shifted to the insurance company. In that sense, insurance takes over the social function (of improving safety) from liability law. Through the control of moral hazard, the insurer will verify, for example, whether the operator adopted an appropriate risk management programme. This shows that an appropriate control of moral hazard is not only in the interest of the individual insurer, but also of society at large. If there were no efficient control of moral hazard, insurance would on the whole do more harm than good.

3.2. Interdependencies between insurance and regulation

There are various ways in which insurance and regulation interact, moreover in combination with liability. We already made clear that with liability insurance, the social function of liability is in fact shifted to the insurer, but the interdependencies go further than that.

3.2.1. Compulsory liability insurance

Liability rules can be largely ineffective in cases where the expected magnitude of the harm is larger than the injurer’s wealth. In that case, an insolvency problem may arise (also referred to as a judgement proof problem), which will result in under-deterrence. Liability rules can deter only if the operator has money at stake that he can lose. This may particularly be a problem with smaller and medium size enterprises who are also organised as corporate entities and thus enjoy limited liability. The damage these smaller enterprises can cause can potentially be much larger than their assets, thus creating an under-deterrence problem. Some enterprises are, moreover, well aware of the possibilities of using limited liability and, for example, bring risky assets (like a polluted soil) into a separate legal entity to shield themselves from liability. In those cases, compulsory insurance may provide an optimal outcome. Introducing a duty to purchase insurance coverage for the amount of the expected loss is hence a remedy for the under-deterrence problem. Here, one hence can find an optimal combination of liability, insurance and regulation: a regulatory duty (to seek a financial guarantee) is introduced to cover liability of an industrial...
operator. It is in other words regulation (or, for example, a permit) that makes the purchase of a financial guarantee (in practice usually compulsory insurance) mandatory.\textsuperscript{39} However, such a duty to insure should only be introduced when particular conditions are met, i.e. there must be a sufficiently competitive insurance market that is able to cover the risk; the moral hazard problem should be cured and the duty to provide financial security should be formulated in a rather broad manner so that not only insurance but also other financial instruments (bonds, captives or guarantees) can be used.\textsuperscript{40}

3.2.2. Regulation to control moral hazard

A second example of such an interdependency is that regulatory duties imposed upon operators can of course also be relied upon by insurance companies in the control of moral hazard. Insurers will often demand compliance with permit conditions and regulatory duties as a condition for insurance coverage. In that case, the insurer can use the fact that a decision concerning optimal preventive techniques has been made by a regulatory agency and possibly laid down in an administrative permit. The insurer can hence take advantage of the work of the regulator to control moral hazard. On the other hand, insurers will often go beyond mere regulatory compliance and require, for example, compliance with international guidelines or standards (like ISO norms).

This shows that the control of moral hazard by the insurer also has a benefit for public policy since the insurer in fact becomes a regulatory enforcer (by requiring regulatory compliance) and often even goes beyond regulatory compliance.\textsuperscript{41} Ben-Shahar and Logue even go as far as claiming that insurance can to some extent replace regulation by imposing requirements on the operator.\textsuperscript{42}

It is anyway clear that there is an interdependency between regulation and insurance in the control of moral hazard, since on the one hand insurers can rely on the existence of regulation in their control of moral hazard, but on the other hand public policy can also rely on insurers in controlling compliance with regulation (thus making the insurer also the enforcer of regulation) and even to go beyond regulation (by requiring compliance with private standards such as ISO norms).

3.3. Empirics

Already in the 1980s there was some empirical evidence underlining the importance of risk differentiation in motor vehicle insurance. German economists Adams and Finsinger examined differences in motor vehicle insurance between the United Kingdom on the one hand and Germany on the other.\textsuperscript{43} They argue that in the United Kingdom there was a highly competitive insurance market, resulting in insurers competing with good policy conditions to attract good risks and setting differentiated premiums. In Germany, on the other hand, there was a high concentration in the motor vehicle insurance market, reducing the incentives of liability insurers to adequately control moral hazard via an appropriate risk differentiation. They held that this lack of an appropriate control of moral hazard by insurers led ceteris paribus to a substantially higher amount of fatal car accidents on highways in Germany than in the United Kingdom. This research is interesting for various reasons.
First, it shows the importance of the market structure for the incentives to appropriately control moral hazard: a too high concentration in insurance markets would dilute the incentives to appropriately control moral hazard.

Second, the lack of incentives to control moral hazard in the German motor vehicle insurance market was also created by a statutorily mandatory profit margin on insurance premiums. This created the perverse incentive for German insurers to collect high premiums (and thus have high profits) even if this would increase accident risks.

Third, this early research clearly underscored the relationship between the control of moral hazard and accident risks.

There is some more recent empirical evidence on the control of moral hazard by insurers. Empirical research seems to suggest that moral hazard is more likely to occur in some insurance markets than in others. Empirical research found evidence of moral hazard for example in the workmen’s compensation area. For other domains, there is less clear evidence of moral hazard.

More disturbing, however, is the question how insurers react to moral hazard. According to the theoretical starting points, one would expect insurers to fight moral hazard by applying an adequate risk differentiation via appropriate risk management tools, clauses in policy conditions, deductibles etc. The disturbing issue is that recent surveys, especially in the works by Baker and Griffith, show that insurers often consider the costs of monitoring the insured during the running period of the contract excessive compared to the expected benefits. The result is that less energy is spent on monitoring the insured than one would expect on the basis of theory. It is not so clear to what extent this tendency of the (liability) insurers not to monitor their insured is problematic. On the one hand the cost of controlling moral hazard must clearly be set off against the expected benefits; on the other hand, too little effort by the insurance industry may result in an inefficient level of precaution and therefore increase accident risks.

3.4. Remaining challenges

Also as far as the relationship between insurance, liability and regulation is concerned, there are a few important remaining challenges:

- A first problem is that in many statutes, often following the implementation of international conventions, a relatively low cap is introduced on the liability of industrial operators. These types of financial limits (caps) can, for example, be found in international conventions on nuclear liability, but also in conventions with respect to marine oil pollution. The reason to introduce these caps is often that they are deemed necessary to keep the liability risk insurable. However, the downside of a financial cap is obviously that there is no liability beyond the amount of the cap. To the extent that these caps are set much lower than the average costs of an accident (like this is for example the case in the nuclear liability conventions), a serious problem of under-deterrence could emerge. An obvious solution would be to disconnect the amount of the liability from the duty to insure. The duty to provide financial coverage (like insurance) could then be limited to an insurable amount, but for the remainder the operator could remain liable without limits.
• Even though it was just indicated that in case of an insolvency risk, it would be important to impose a duty to seek financial guarantees (like compulsory liability insurance) upon industrial operators, in practice those duties are not always introduced or at least important differences exist between legal systems. For example, substantial mandatory solvency guarantees exist in a country like Belgium, but less so in The Netherlands. The result was that when an explosion of a fireworks factory took place in Enschede, the operator only had (voluntarily purchased) insurance coverage for low amounts.\textsuperscript{52} Since the explosion had blown away half a city, the damage was obviously much larger than the capacity of the operator. Also when six months later a horrible fire took place on New Years Eve in a café in Volendam (The Netherlands), again the voluntary purchased insurance by the operator was by no way sufficient to cover the huge damage caused by the incident.\textsuperscript{53} In both (and many other) cases, the result was that the government intervened to compensate the victims rather than the operator. This, however, means that without mandatory financial guarantees operators are able to externalise harm to society and the corresponding under-deterrence problem continues.

Apparently in some legal systems, there is a reluctance towards the introduction of financial guarantees (probably as a result of effective lobbying by special interests representing industry), not only in The Netherlands but in other legal systems as well. For example, when in France the AZF factory in Toulouse exploded on 21 September 2001, it was a reason for the French legislators to introduce, rather curiously, a mandatory insurance for potential victims of industrial accidents as an add-on to the coverage of first party motor vehicles and housing insurance.\textsuperscript{54} It is, however, in cases of industrial accidents, rather curious to introduce mandatory victim insurance rather than (which would be a more obvious solution both from an efficiency as well as from a fairness perspective) mandatory liability insurance for the operator.

The issue of mandatory financial guarantees could apparently also not lead to harmony in the EU. When the EU environmental liability directive was introduced, attempts were made to accompany the strict liability for environmental damage that the directive introduced with compulsory liability insurance or other forms of financial guarantees. However, divergences between the member states on this issue were so large that the directive could not prescribe anything substantial on that issue, other then that the issue will have to be addressed in the future.

• An argument that is often advanced against the introduction of financial guarantees like compulsory liability insurance is that it would make government too greatly dependent upon the insurance market. By making the activity dependent upon the availability of insurance, insurers would de facto become the licensors of the activity.\textsuperscript{55} This may especially be problematic in cases where insurance markets are not sufficiently competitive but highly concentrated, or where for specific industrial risks insurance coverage would simply not be available. Especially for newly emerging risks, this may be a serious issue. However, it is important in that respect indeed not to be solely dependent upon the commercial (re)insurance market, but also to rely upon alternative compensation mechanisms, other than insurance. In this respect, one could think of bank guarantees, deposits, but also of the creation of captives or risk-sharing agreements (also referred to as pooling) between operators.\textsuperscript{56}
Precisely given the importance to have guarantees against insolvency, it may be important for government to play a role in stimulating the development of those alternative compensation mechanisms for example with appropriate tax incentives.  

- A final challenge is related to the capacity of the (re)insurance market. In some cases, the damage caused as a result of an industrial accident can be of such a magnitude that it easily outweighs the possibility of the traditional (re)insurance market. This was typically also the case for the terrorism risk, especially after 9/11. The example of terrorism and of the insurance cover for natural disasters in some legal systems provide interesting examples in that respect. One can notice that increasingly governments intervene in the compensation to victims of catastrophic risk by taking a role as reinsurer of last resort. This is for example the case in the terrorism risk where a multi-layered approach is followed and government in fact only backs up the coverage provided by commercial insurers and reinsurers.

The positive experiences gained with those public–private partnerships for the coverage of terrorism and some natural disasters could also be used for the coverage of industrial risks where the capacity of commercial (re)insurance markets would fail.

4. Conclusion: where are the weak spots?

The story above highlighted that from a theoretical perspective, there will be an ideal combination of regulation, liability rules and insurance, whereby they optimally interact and all contribute in the public interest to promote safety:

- optimal safety regulation would be set in the public interest and efficiently enforced;
- it would be backed up by liability rules with victims having sufficient access to justice and information to back up safety regulation where regulatory failure would occur;
- the deterrent effect of liability rules would be guaranteed with mandatory solvency guarantees (such as insurance) up to insurable amounts and unlimited liability for the remainder (hence without financial caps);
- the liability insurer (or other provider of solvency guarantees) would effectively control risk management by industry via differentiated insurance policies, thereby relying on public and private safety regulation; and
- public enforcers, private standard setting agencies and liability insurers would thus cooperate in enforcing safety standards.

If this ideal picture were true, all instruments (liability, regulation and insurance) could efficiently collaborate in promoting industrial safety and to some extent liability insurance may even replace regulation.

However, practice may unfortunately look different to the ideal picture of theory and all potential weaknesses both in regulation, liability rules and insurance could come together as well, more specifically:

- liability rules may fail to be effective given the long-tail character of the harm that may only emerge years after the activity;
causal uncertainty may inhibit an efficient application of liability rules;

- safety regulation may be absent (e.g. because of uncertainties), may be the result of rent seeking or (unclear) private regulation; moreover, enforcement of the regulation can be lacking as well;

- a mandatory solvency guarantee can be lacking or financial caps are introduced (as a result of which industry can externalise harm to society); and

- insurers may not engage in efficient control of moral hazard.

If all of these weaknesses would accumulate in one particular accident case, this is of course the perfect recipe for disaster. Take the case of the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan.\(^{64}\) Without going into detail, a few of the disaster recipes may have played a role in this case:

- the initial decision to locate the power plant in an earthquake-prone area is according to Ramseyer the result of the fact that the nuclear operator (Tepco) is able (because the damage will be substantially larger than its own wealth) to externalise harm to the Japanese society;\(^ {65}\)

- in many countries, the nuclear industry is not subject to intensive public safety regulation, but to private regulation based on rather vague principles. To the extent that this is the case in Japan as well, private safety regulation may have been one of the causes of failure;

- safety regulation (or specific permit conditions) apparently failed since they did not prescribe that reserve diesel generators had to be installed at a location where they were not prone to be subject to flooding;

- the company that designed the power plant and decided on the defective location of the reserve diesel generators (General Electric) cannot be held liable since in Japan liability is exclusively channelled to the licensee of the nuclear power plant (Tepco), thus excluding liability of third parties like General Electric. Liability rules hence could not provide incentives to General Electric for a better design of the power plant;

- parliamentary commissions had warned about the location of the plant in an earthquake and tsunami risk area, but apparently these warnings did not lead to subsequent action, probably also because of the importance of the nuclear industry for energy supply in Japan and because of close relationships between the nuclear industry and politicians in Japan;\(^ {66}\) and

- the operator of the plant, Tepco, only had to provide coverage up to a limited amount; for the remainder it remains in principle liable (without limits) but since the total damage will easily outweigh the financial possibilities of Tepco, de facto the damage is to a large extent externalised to the Japanese government (and hence to the tax payers). As a result of this, liability rules may also fail to have an additional deterrent effect.

The result of this cumulation of recipes for catastrophe could be noticed on 11 March 2011, which once more underscores the importance of an appropriate design of the interdependencies between liability, insurance and regulation.

Notes
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56. See for a variety of possible financial security mechanisms Guidance Document 4 of the European Commission concerning the implementation of Directive 2009/31/EC on the Geological Storage of Carbon Dioxide.
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